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We are a family who ranch grass-fed beef cattle and also lead a summer camp program for
175 children each year, Lost Coast Camp, here in the Mattole Valley. We try to live a “green
as possible” life, paying close attention to where our food comes from, how much electricity
we use, and what we can do to reuse and recycle waste. We try to maximize as much “green”
living as possible.

We had not given much consideration to wind farm energy production until recently. We’d
seen these turbines while driving on the lower Sacramento River and up the Columbia River
Gorge and elsewhere, noting their size, but never got very close. They seemed okay but we
were also glad to not have them in our back yard.

We went to the information meeting by Terra Gen a few weeks ago at the Mattole Valley
Community Center, and since then have been educating ourselves about mega industrial wind
farms. Many thousands of people in the U.S., Canada and Europe, forced to live in proximity
to these machines have gone on record about the serious health risks caused by them. There is
an extensive documentary film record of these dangers, and of how local populations
opposition has been ignored by politicians and mega- corporations profiting from their
construction. We therefore demand a stop to this Terra Gen plan now.

Humboldt County first must pass a comprehensive Wind
Ordinance which addresses
Our

Property Value Guarantees, Turbine Setbacks, Noise
Standards, Environmental Protections, and, so important,
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Decommissioning Plans.
Sincerely,

Josie and John Brown,
Lost Coast Camp and 7 B Ranch   Petrolia, CA
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